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Introduction
If we simply let machines learn, will humans end up being deceived? What Google would
suggest for an author of this particular phrase may not coincide with reality. Correct authorship
attribution is but one part of our deception detection research.

Aims and Objectives
PAN2013 has an open class Traditional Authorship Attribution task. Given an “Unknown
Document ” and a (set of) “Known Document” from a single author (in three different languages
of English, Greek and Spanish) identify:
a)
Yes – the same author
b)
No – not the same author

Method

Results and Evaluation
We conducted a parameter sweep that covered 6750 tests based on the values outlined below

Parameters chosen for the final submission based on the highest scores where:

Table below shows the results from different experiments on Train and Test datasets[Note:

The
test data has not yet been released, hence, surprising decline in the final results for Spanish language can not yet been explained]

In PAN2012 [1], we used a frequency-mean-variance framework over patterns of stopwords [2]
achieving f1 of 0.42 in the open class part of the test corpus with potential for f1 of 0.48 (postsubmission analysis).
For PAN2013 [3] we are using cosine distances over this frequency-mean-variance framework.

Conclusion
Notations

Our frequency-mean-variance framework over pairs of stopwords (no more than ten) can
demonstrate reasonable performance (f1 of 0.74 on training corpus). Post-submission
experiments improve slightly (0.78) by considering the number of known files an unknown
documents is compared to (e.g. more or less that 5)

Deception and Authorship Attribution

Defining the Approach

Authors’ Unique Pattern in Using Stopwords

Algorithm

Cosine Similarity based on Patterns of Stopwords
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